Consider the set of closed unit cubes whose edges are parallel to the coordinate unit vectors e,,...,e" and whose centers are re., 0<|;|*i, in ndimensional Euclidean space. The union of these cubes is called a cross. This cross consists of 2kn + 1 cubes; a central cube together with In arms of length k. A family of translates of a cross whose union is «-dimensional Euclidean space and whose interiors are disjoint is a tiling. Denote the set of translation vectors by L If the vector set L is a vector lattice, then we say that the tiling is a lattice tiling. If every vector of L has rational coordinates, then we say that the tiling is a rational tiling, and, similarly, if every vector of L has integer coordinates, then we say that the tiling is an integer tiling. Is there a noninteger tiling by crosses? In this paper we shall prove that if there is an integer lattice tiling by crosses, if 2kn + 1 is not a prime, and if p > k for every prime divisor p of 2 kn + I, then there is a rational noninteger lattice tiling by crosses and there is an integer nonlattice tiling by crosses. We will illustrate this in the case of a cross with arms of length 2 in 55-dimensional Euclidean space. Throughout, the techniques are algebraic.
1. Definitions. Let S", R, and Z be /i-dimensional Euclidean space, the real number field, and the integer number ring, respectively. Translations of the space belong to the «-dimensional vector space E" over the number field R. Let O be a point in &" and let e,,... ,e" be an orthonormal basis for E".
We call the point set we call a lattice. Clearly the lattice X is a free abelian group with n generators. We also call every subgroup of the group X a lattice. Thus L is a lattice if L < X. The standard integer lattice is the lattice we write H = Ax + ■ ■ ■ +Ar and speak of a factorization of the subset H by subsets A.Ar. Let T C Z" and H Ç G. If there is a set of n elements, g,,... ,gn in G such that each element of H is uniquely expressible in the form txgx + ■ ■ • +t"g", (t\.tn) G T, then we write H -T(gx,.. .,g").
For elements gx,_g" of group G denote by (gx,-g"> the group generated by g,.g", that is, the smallest subgroup of G containing g,.g". In other words,
If G is the internal direct product of the cyclic groups C,.Cr of orders m,,...,mr and generators g,,...,gr, respectively, then we will say that G is defined by the equations mxgx = 0.wrgr = 0.
2. Tiling space and factoring groups. The next lemma, due to S. K. Stein (see [8, p. 545]), enables us to lift a factoring from a group G' to any group G of which G' is a homomorphic image. Lemma 2.1. Let G and G' be abelian groups and let G' = A' + B' be a factorization of G' and finally let <p: G -G' be a homomorphism from G onto G'. Assume that A is a subset of G such that the restriction of y to A is a bijection between A and A'. Then G -A + B<p~ ' is a factorization of G. By virtue of (2.3) and (2.4) we have 1 G M, which was to be proved.
Assume that L G M. We shall show that (Tep + H) < G. Let t, t' G T and 1, I' G L. Since (t + I -(f + 1')) G M and the system (%, L) is a tiling so t + 1 -(f + I') = t" + 1", where t" G T, I" G L. We have t<p + h -(ftp + «') = t"m + h"; h, h', h" G H, with the application of homomorphism <p, which was to be proved. We shall construct a vector set L for a system (50,L),LC X, in the special case when a basis for G is a subset of (g,,... ,g"}.
Let G he an abelian group expressible in the form (2.1), where H = {/i,,...,«,}. We shall assume that gx,...,gs, s < n, is a basis for G, that is, G is given by the Thus L G Hq>\ which was to be proved.
Now we shall show that L D Hq>~]. In other words we shall show that if x G X and x<p G H, then x G L.
Assume that x<p = hw. Since 1" + M,<p = hw, we have (x -l"+w)<p -0. Since (xK+w) e x, (2.7) x -L+w = (xx/qx)ex + ••• + (x"/qn)e"; xx,...,x"GZ.
By virtue of (2.6) and (2.7) it is clear that x -\n + w + xs+x\s+x + ■■■ +xn\n = (x\/qx)ex + ■ ■ ■ + (x's/qs)es for some integers x\,...,x's. Let w, and r, be integers with the property that x'¡ = ujm¡ + /-,, 0 < r, < m¡, 1 < i < s. Thus Applying the homomorphism<p, we find that 0 = rxgx + ■ ■ ■ +rsgs. Since {g,,... ,gs) is a basis for G and 0 < rt < mt, 1 * j «C s, it follows that r, = • • • = rs -0. Returning to (2.8), we conclude that (x -l,+") E L, which was to be proved.
The following theorem serves as a basis for our construction of nonlattice tiling (%,L). and therefore, according to Hajós' theorem on the factorization of finite abelian groups (see [2] ), at least one set (0, g,,... ,(q, -l)g,} would be a subgroup of G. In other words, at least one qtgt = 0. Finally, since (2.1) is a factorization of G and therefore 0 ¥= q,g,, it follows that H' is not a subgroup of G. is an exact sequence. On the basis of the assumption that the statement of the theorem is true in the case s -1 it follows that the statement of the theorem is true for every s. (Use Theorem 3.1 and induction on /.) We shall restrict our consideration to the case 5=1. Let g be a generator of the cyclic group G. By assumption, there is an integer s, and an element g't such that Sjg¡ = g. Since Sj is relatively prime to G, the homomorphism \p: G -» G defined by h\p -Sjh, h G G, is an automorphism. Thus G = SrJt(g!>//,■ • -^g'^) and, since g¡\¡/ = g, the theorem is proved. Proof. | G| is not a prime number so\G\= u-v, u > \,v > I. The cyclic group T is defined by 2uvy -0. If a is the inclusion mapping from (vy) to (y) and ß is the homomorphism (y)-» (2«y) given by yß = 2uy, then
{0}^(vy)t(y)i(2uy)^{0}
is an exact sequence. According to Theorem 3.2, (2uy) is expressible in the form (2uy)= S, k(ax2uy,...,a,2uy), a],...,a1 G Z. According to Theorem 3.3 we may assume that a, = 1. Define the set Ax G (y) by Ax = S, k(axy,...,a,y).
It is clear that (2uy) is isomorphic to (y)/(vy)= {iy + (vy): 0 < / < v}. Furthermore, it is clear that the restriction of ß to Ax is a bijection between Ax and (2uy). Thus (y) = Ax + (vy) is a factorization of (y).
There is an exact sequence {0} -<2©Y>-<t>y>-<.at>y)-*{0}.
Define the setA2 C (vy) by A2 = {0, t>y). Then (vy)= A2 + (2t>y) is a factorization of (t>y). Finally, (y)= Ax + A2+ (2uy> is a factorization of (y). According to Theorem 3.2, <2«y) is expressible in the form (2uy) = S" k(bx,...,bw). According to Theorem 3.3 we may assume that bx -2uy. Note that there is an exact sequence (0) -{2cy>-^1'+(2»y>-»^I-{0}. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
